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of the Shadow, the ubiquitous hero of a popular radio serial and of pulp fiction and comics originating in

assumes a more expressive, ever fanciful character. In a 1981 self-portrait Warhol adopted the persona

an eggbeater may be a sly nod to Man Ray and his infamous Woman. In the Skulls of 1977, the shadow

tographs made by Ronnie Curtone under Warhol's direction. In the former body of work, the inclusion of

Still Life), where they take on an idiosyncratic, almost independent, existence. All were based on pho-

found in the series of Still Life drawings of 1975 and the Hammer and Sickle series of 1977 (also titled

1. In the mid-1970s, shadows began to assume importance as compositional elements in their own right, as

notes
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each canvas to a single color, Warhol filtered a controlled and circumscribed serendipity

contact sheets to be made into screens. Yet, appearances to the contrary, such a
method was far from completely arbitrary. Restricting the vocabulary of this group to two
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this cycle of 102 paintings was first exhibited in January 1979 at 393 West Broadway
in Manhattan (a site that now houses Walter De Maria's Broken Kilometer).' Its current

Purchased as a single entity by the Lone.Star Foundation (now Dia Center for the Arts),

monochromatic, these panels partake of the same palette as their counterparts.

Shorter and more organic in form, the second image, known as 'the cap," always
appears, paradoxically, as a negative in a black milieu: an "absent" shadow. Also

purple, from a lurid turquoise to a sober brown, are mostly treated as a flat, matte
surface. Occasionally, they are broadly handled so that bravura brushwork irregularly
fills the canvas, creating a lively field onto which the motif was then silkscreened.

tall, narrow form dubbed "the peak" always appears as a positive, in black, on a colored
ground. These grounds, which range in hue from a Day-Glo acid green to a majestic

Of the seven or eight different compositions in the series based on this subject,
two were used extensively, the remainder very seldom. Only the preferred pair were
employed in Dia's environmental work titled Shadows. With two silver exceptions, the

create abstract forms.3

him to take photographs of shadows generated by maquettes devised expressly to

genesis in 'a photo of a shadow in my studio," alternate and even conflicting accounts
of their origins have been offered, among which the most persuasive is that given by
Warhol's studio assistant from that time, Ronnie Cutrone, who remembers Warhol asking

sources for and the manifest references engendered by these enigmatic images remain,
however, contested. For, notwithstanding the artist's own lapidary description of their
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on the theme of a negative reflection. "There is almost nothing on them. Yet they seem
to be pictures of something; Julian Schnabel asserted in the preface to the catalogue
marking their first comprehensive exhibition in 1989, adding in a telling afterthought

an exceptional series of paintings, which included one vast environmental work in 102
parts plus sundry others in different formats and with different motifs though still based

Shadows had long fascinated Andy Warhol before he devoted himself to them as a
subject in their own right during a brief, if concentrated, foray in 1978.' The result was

Andy Warhol Shadows

